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Energy Efficient Sensor Nodes Powered by
Kinetic Energy Harvesters – Design for
Optimum Performance
Tom J. Kaźmierski, Leran Wang, and Mansour Aloufi

Abstract—In an energy harvester powered wireless sensor node
system, as the energy harvester is the only energy source, it is
crucial to configure the microcontroller and the sensor node so
that the harvested energy is used efficiently. This paper outlines
modelling, performance optimisation and design exploration of
the complete, complex system which includes the analogue
mechanical model of a tunable kinetic microgenerator, its
magnetic coupling with the electrical blocks, electrical power
storage and processing parts, the digital control of the
microgenerator tuning system, as well as the power consumption
models of sensor node. Therefore not only the energy harvester
design parameters but also the sensor node operation parameters
can be optimised in order to achieve the best system performance.
The power consumption models of the microcontroller and the
sensor node are built based on their operation scenarios so that
the parameters of the digital algorithms can be optimised to
achieve the best energy efficiency. In the proposed approach, two
Hardware Description Languages, VHDL-AMS and SystemC-A
is used to model the system's analogue components as well as the
digital control algorithms which are implemented in the
microcontroller and the sensor node. Simulation and performance
optimisation results are verified experimentally. In the
development of the fast design exploration tool based on the
response surface technique, the response surface model (RSM) is
constructed by carrying out a series of simulations. The RSM is
then optimised using MATLAB's optimisation toolbox and the
optimisation results are presented.
Index Terms—Wireless sensor node, Energy harvesting,
Performance optimisation, Simulation.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

IRELESS sensor networks (WSNs) have attracted a
great research interest in recent years. Since wireless
sensor nodes can provide information from previously
inaccessible locations and from previously unachievable
number of locations, many new application areas are
emerging, such as environmental sensing [1], structural
monitoring [2] and human body monitoring [3]. Although
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wireless sensor nodes are easy to deploy, the lack of physical
connection means they must have their own energy supply.
Because batteries have limited lifetime and are
environmentally hazardous, it has become widely agreed that
energy harvesters are needed for long-lasting sensor nodes
[4]–[6]. The idea is to use energy harvester to capture small
amounts of energy from the environment and use the generated
energy to power the nodes in wireless sensor networks.
Vibration-based energy harvesters are used in many
commercial applications since mechanical vibrations are
widely present. Most of the reported vibration energy harvester
designs are based on a spring-mass-damper system with a
characteristic resonant frequency. These devices normally
have a high Q-factor and generate maximum power when their
resonant frequency matches the dominant frequency of the
input ambient vibration [7]. Consequently, the output power
generated by the microgenerator drops dramatically when
there is a difference between the dominant ambient frequency
and the microgenerator's resonant frequency. Tunable
microgenerators, which can adjust their own resonant
frequency through mechanical or electrical methods to match
the input frequency, are therefore more desirable than the fixed
frequency microgenerators [8]. A wireless sensor node
powered by tunable energy harvester typically has the
following key components (Fig. 1) [9]: a microgenerator which
converts ambient environment vibration into electrical energy,
a power processing circuit which regulates and stores the
generated energy, an actuator used for the frequency tuning
mechanism, a digital controller that monitors and retunes the
tunable energy harvesting system based on vibration

Fig. 1. Components of a energy harvester powered sensor node system [9].
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measurements from an accelerometer, and the wireless
transceiver or transmitter.
Hardware description languages, such as VHDL-AMS and
SystemC-A, have been used to model energy harvesters in
recent years [10], [11]. HDLs with mixed signal and multidomain capabilities are suitable for energy harvester modelling
because an energy harvester is naturally a mixed-physicaldomain system. The technique outlined below models the
complete system including the analogue mechanical, magnetic
and electrical power storage and processing parts, the digital
control of the microgenerator tuning system, as well as the
power consumption models of sensor node. Additionally, the
paper proposes a response surface based design space
exploration and optimisation technique so that not only the
energy harvester design parameters but also the sensor node
operation parameters can be optimised in order to achieve the
best system performance
II. PERFORMANCE OPTIMISATION
An automated energy harvester design flow must be
implemented holistically and based on a single software
platform that can be used to model, simulate, configure and
optimise an entire energy harvester systems. Such a design
flow is outlined in the pseudo-code of Algorithm 1 and also
shown in Fig. 2. Naturally, the process starts with initial design
specification, such as the available energy source (light, heat,
vibration, etc), environmental energy density, device size,
minimum voltage level/power output. According to these
specifications, HDL models are constructed from component
cells available in the component library. The component
library contains parameterised models of different kind of
micro-generator structures (solar cell, electromagnetic,
piezoelectric, etc), various booster circuit topologies and
storage elements. The outer loop in the algorithm represents
this structure configuration process, which involves examining
and comparing those HDL models from the library with the
aim of identifying a set of components that meet specific user
requirements. The inner design flow loop will then find the
best performance of each candidate design by adjusting

Fig. 2. Energy harvester design flow.

electrical and non-electrical parameters of the design's mixedtechnology HDL model. The parametric optimisation of the
generated structure will further improve the energy harvester
efficiency by employing suitable optimisation algorithms. The
design flow ends with the best performing design subject to
user-defined performance characteristics.
Requirements for energy harvester component models are:
1) models need to be computationally efficient for fast
performance optimisation when used in complete
energy-harvester systems and yet accurate; these are
conflicting requirements, 2) models need to capture both
theoretical equations and practical non-idealities required for
accurate performance estimation. The models should support
different mechanical-electrical structures and will be expressed
in terms of HDL descriptions. They will be able to predict the
behaviour of the actual device accurately while remaining
reconfigurable.
A small HDL model library of energy harvester components
has been built. It contains two types of micro-generator, each
of which can be configured with different coils (wire diameter
of 12/16/25 µm), and two types of voltage multipliers that
have three to six stages. The voltage transformer has not been
included because it cannot be made and tested with available
resources. But the simulation based optimisation of energy
harvester with voltage transformer has been performed and
will be discussed in Section II-A2. The configuration target
has been set to find the set of components that can charge the
0.047F super capacitor to 2V in shortest time. These values
were chosen because there has been reported energy harvester
systems that use 0.047F storage capacitor and 2V working
voltage [12]. Simulations of every available energy harvester
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configuration were carried out simultaneously and a process
has been developed to automatically track the best model.
SystemVision VHDL-AMS simulator [13] has been used as
the single software platform. The outcome design is listed in
Table I.
It is no surprise that the micro-generator II has been chosen
because it is larger and stores more kinetic energy. However, it
is quite interesting that the coil with the largest wire diameter,
which leads to the fewest number of turns, and the VM with
the fewest stages have been chosen. To further investigate this
result, more simulations have been done and an important
trade-off between the electromagnetic micro-generator and the
VM voltage booster has been found as explained below.
Fig. 3 shows the charging waveforms of Type I
micro-generator connected to the same 5-stage VM but
configured with different coils. At the beginning, the energy
harvester with 25 µm wire diameter charges the quickest and
the 12 µm configuration charges the slowest while the 16 µm
one is in between. But the 25 µm configuration also saturates
quickly and reaches the 2V mark slower than the 16 µm energy
harvester. Due to simulation time limitation, the figure does
not show how the other two waveforms end. But it could be
foreseen that the 16 µm configuration will also saturate at
some point while the 12 µm one reaches highest voltage.
Similar results have been obtained from the voltage booster
end. Fig. 4 shows the charging waveforms of Type II
micro-generator with 25 µm coil connecting with 3, 4 and 5
stages Dickson VMs. It can be seen that the energy harvester
with the 3-stage VM charges the super capacitor to 2V first
and the one with the 5-stage VM can reach the highest voltage.
The above results prove that when different components of
an energy harvester are combined, the gain at one part may
come at the price of efficiency loss elsewhere, rending the
TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE CONFIGURATION RESULT

Fig. 4. Simulation of Type II micro-generator with different VMs.

whole system less efficient than expected. This observation is
very useful for the development of future, more complicated
systems and model libraries. Below we evaluate the
performance loss due to the close mechanical-electrical
interaction (micro-generator and voltage booster) that takes
place in the energy harvester system.
A. Performance Optimisation
The loss expressed in terms of energy harvesting efficiency
is:
E
− EDelivered
η Loss = Harvested
(1)
EHarvested
In the proposed design flow, the generated energy harvester
design should be parameterised such that automated
performance optimisation will be able to further improve the
energy harvester efficiency by employing suitable optimisation
algorithms. The optimisation objective investigated in the case
study below is to maximise the charging rate of the super
capacitor.
1) Exhaustive search: The micro-generator parameters
that can be optimised are related to the coil size, i.e the
thickness (t) and the outer radius (R). Other components such
as the magnets and cantilever determine the resonant
frequency of the micro-generator and thus should be
determined from the application requirements. The optimised
parameters of the voltage booster are the capacitor values of
each VM stage. The entire energy harvester is optimised as an
integrated model and the parameter search space is
summarised in Table II.
The optimisation is based on the concurrent simulations of
design instances from uniformly sample the search space and
track the best result (Fig. 5). Other optimisation algorithms
may also be employed and we show in Section II-A2 how a
VHDL-AMS based genetic optimisation was successfully
applied to the integrated optimisation of an energy harvester
system.
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed approach, the
TABLE II
OPTIMISATION SEARCH SPACE

Fig. 3. Simulation of Type I micro-generator with different coils.
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following simulations and experimental measurements have
been carried out.
Original design: combines Type II micro-generator with a 5
stage Dickson VM. This VM has been reported in literature as
the optimal configuration [14]. However, in the original design
these two parts are optimised separately, which is quite
common in existing energy harvester design approaches.
Parameters of the original design are listed in Table III.
Optimised design: has been obtained using the proposed
design flow (Fig. 5). Table IV gives the new micro-generator
and voltage booster parameters.
The impact of these values on improving the energy
harvester performance has been validated in both simulation
and experimental measurements. According to the optimisation
result, a new coil has been manufactured by Recoil Ltd, UK
[15] which replaced the original one in the validation (see
Fig. 6).
Simulation and experimental waveforms of the original and
optimised design are shown in Fig. 7. As can be seen from the
figure, there is good a correlation between the simulation and
experimental waveforms in both of the energy harvester
designs, which validates the effectiveness and accuracy of the
proposed design flow. The energy harvester from original
design can charge the super capacitor to 2V in 6000 seconds
while the optimised design only uses 1500 seconds, which
represents a 75% improvement.

Fig. 5. Implementation of the proposed energy harvester design flow in
VHDL-AMS.

Fig. 6. New coil according to optimisation result (R=2.0mm, r=0.5mm,
t=1.3mm, d=25µm).

TABLE III
PARAMETERS OF ORIGINAL ENERGY HARVESTER

TABLE IV
PARAMETERS OF OPTIMISED ENERGY HARVESTER

2) Genetic optimization: This section demonstrates
another possible optimisation method to improve the energy
harvester efficiency. Fig. 8 shows that in the proposed
approach, not only the energy harvester model but also the
optimisation algorithm is implemented in a single
VHDL-AMS testbench. The parameters used for the
optimisation are from both the micro generator and the voltage
booster. The optimisation object is to increase the charging
rate of the super capacitor. The optimisation algorithm
generates design parameters to the model and obtains the
charging rate through simulation. The optimisation loop runs
continuously until the design parameters reach an optimum.
A super capacitor of 0.22F has been used in the
performance optimisation experiment. The micro-generator
parameters that can be optimised are the number of coil turns
(N), the internal resistance (Rc) and the outer radius (R). The
voltage booster circuit here is a voltage transformer. The
optimisation parameters are the number of turns and the
resistance of the transformer's primary and secondary
windings. For proof of concept, a genetic algorithm (GA) [16]
has been employed to optimise the energy harvester with a
voltage transformer booster. The implemented GA has a
population size of 100 chromosomes. Each chromosome has 7
parameters (3 from the micro-generator and 4 from the voltage
booster). The crossover and mutation rate are 0.8 and 0.02
respectively. Other optimisation algorithms may also be
applied based on the proposed integrated model. The
“un-optimised” model parameters are given in Table V.
Applying the proposed modelling and performance
optimisation, Table XIV gives the new micro-generator and
voltage booster parameters which are referred to as the
“optimized” design. The impact of these values on improving
the charging of the super is shown in Fig. 9. As can be seen
from the simulation results, in 150 minutes the un-optimised
energy harvester charges the super capacitor to 1.5V and the
optimised energy harvester reaches 1.95V, which represents a
30% improvement.
Performance of the developed GA has been further
investigated by comparing the power transfer efficiency before
and after optimisation. The maximum average power that can
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TABLE V
PARAMETERS OF UN-OPTIMIZED ENERGY HARVESTER

TABLE VI
PARAMETERS OF GA OPTIMIZED ENERGY HARVESTER

Fig. 7. Simulation and experimental waveforms of original and optimized
energy harvesters.

TABLE VII
ENERGY HARVESTER POWER EFFICIENCY

Section III-A3. The microcontroller also provides energy for
the accelerometer, the operational amplifier and the actuator so
that these devices can be turned off when not in use. Table
VIII lists the type and make of the system components.
Fig. 8. Integrated performance optimisation in VHDL-AMS testbench.

be delivered to the electrical domain is about 144 µW.
Table VII lists the average electrical power output from the
micro generator and the voltage transformer. It can be seen
that the optimisation improves the efficiency of both the micro
generator and voltage booster, which validates the
effectiveness of the developed genetic optimisation.
III. COMPLETE WIRELESS SENSOR NODE
Fig. 10 shows the diagram of the wireless sensor node
system powered by tunable energy harvester. The wireless
sensor node has a temperature sensor and a 2.4GHz radio
transceiver. Once activated, the measured data are transmitted
to another transceiver which is connected to a PC’s USB port.
The microgenerator converts the input vibration into electrical
energy. The generated AC voltage is rectified by a diode
bridge and stored in a 0.55F supercapacitor. The
supercapacitor acts as the energy source for the
microcontroller that controls the frequency tuning of the
microgenerator and for the sensor node. In order to tune the
resonant frequency of the microgenerator to match the
frequency of the vibration source, the microcontroller uses two
input signals, one from the microgenerator and one from the
accelerometer. The operational amplifier acts as a comparator
to generate square waves from the microgenerator output so
that it is easy for the microcontroller to calculate the
frequency. The detailed tuning algorithms are presented in

A. System Component Models
1) Tunable microgenerator: Fig. 11(a) shows a diagram
of the electromagnetic microgenerator together with its tuning
mechanism. The microgenerator is based on a cantilever
structure. The coil is fixed to the base, and four magnets
(which are located on both sides of the coil) form the proof
mass. The tuning mechanism uses magnetic force to change
the effective stiffness of the cantilever which leads to a change
of resonant frequency. One tuning magnet is attached to the
end of the cantilever beam and the other tuning magnet is
connected to a linear actuator. The linear actuator moves the
magnet to the calculated desired position so that the resonant
frequency of the microgenerator matches the frequency of the
ambient vibration. The control algorithm is modelled as a
SystemC digital process described in Section III-A3.
Fig. 11(b) shows a photo of the microgenerator which is used
to validate the proposed technique [17].
The dynamic model of the microgenerator is [18]:

d 2 z (t )

dz (t )
+ k s z (t ) + Fem + Ft _ z = Fa
(2)
dt
dt
where m is the proof mass, z(t) is the relative displacement
between the mass and the base, cp is the parasitic damping
factor, ks is the effective spring stiffness, Fem is the
electromagnetic force, Ft_z is the z component of tuning force
Ft and Fa is the input acceleration force. The z component of
tuning force is:
z (t )
Ft _ z = Ft
(3)
lc
m

2

+ cp
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TABLE VIII
SYSTEM COMPONENTS POWERED BY THE ENERGY HARVESTER

Fig. 9. Simulation waveforms of super capacitor charging by different
energy harvester models.

Fig. 10. System diagram of a tunable energy harvester powered wireless
sensor node.

where lc is the length of the cantilever. The resonant frequency
ω0 and damping coefficient ζ are:

ω0 =

ζ =

ks
m

cp
2 mk s

2) Energy-aware sensor node behavior and power
consumption model: The eZ430-RF2500 wireless sensor node
from Texas Instruments has been used in the system. The onboard controller is the MSP430F2274 and is paired with the
CC2500 multi-channel RF transceiver, both of which are based
on low-power design. The sensor node (Fig. 12) monitors the
environment temperature as well as the supercapacitor voltage.
Once activated, it transmits the temperature and voltage values
through the radio link. Transmissions do not involve receiving
acknowledgements. A program has been developed for the
sensor control module to configure the sensor node in an
energy-aware manner, namely that its transmission interval
should depend on the available energy on the supercapacitor.
The sensor node behaviour is summarised in Table IX. The
transmission interval when the supercapacitor voltage is above
2.8V, i.e more energy stored, has been chosen as one
parameter for optimisation. Although it is desirable to have as
many transmissions as possible during a fixed time period, it
may not always be the case that the transmission interval
should be set as small as possible. This is because if the
transmission is so frequency that the sensor node uses more
energy than the harvester can generate, the supercapacitor

(4)
.

(5)

The resonant frequency of the tuned microgenerator (fr’) is:

f r' = f r 1 +

Ft
Fb

(6)

where fr is the un-tuned resonant frequency, Ft is the tuning
force between two magnets and Fb is the buckling load of the
cantilever. The electromagnetic voltage generated in the coil
is:
dz (t )
Vem = −Φ
(7)
dt
where Φ=NBl is the transformation factor and N is the number
of coil turns, B is the magnetic flux density and l is the
effective length. The output voltage is:
di (t )
Vm (t ) = Vem − Rc ic (t ) − Lc L
(8)
dt
where Rc and Lc are the resistance and inductance of the coil
respectively and ic(t) is the current through the coil. The
electromagnetic force is calculated as:
Fem = Φic (t ) .
(9)

(a) Mechanical part

(b) Photo of tunable microgenerator
Fig. 11. Tunable electromagnetic microgenerator.
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Fig. 12. Block diagram of the sensor node.
TABLE IX
SENSOR NODE BEHAVIOR BASED ON SUPERCAPACITOR VOLTAGE

voltage will drop below 2.8V and the transmission interval will
increase in order for the energy storage to recover. Other
factors such as frequency tuning also uses stored energy and
therefore will affect how much energy is available for the
sensor node.
In order to characterise the power consumption model of the
sensor node, the current draw of the sensor node has been
measured during each transmission. The results are listed in
Table X.
The supply voltage was kept at 2.9V. So during each
transmission lasting 4.5 ms, the sensor node consumes 227 µJ
of energy and the equivalent resistance of its energy
consumption model is:
 167 Ω when in transmission
Rnode = 
(10)
when in sleep
5.8 MΩ
3) Tuning algorithms and power consumption models: In
order for a energy harvester powered wireless sensor node
(Fig. 1) to work autonomously, all the system components
need to be powered by the harvested energy. The pseudo code
of the tuning algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2. Standard
SystemC modules were used to model the digital control
process and in the experimental verification the control
algorithm was implemented in a PIC16F884 microcontroller.
As can be seen in Algorithm 2, a watchdog timer wakes the
microcontroller periodically and the microcontroller first
detects if there is enough energy stored in the supercapacitor.
If there is not enough energy, the microcontroller goes back to
sleep and waits for the watchdog timer again. If there is
enough energy, the microcontroller will then compare the
frequency of the microgenerator signal, which is close to the
input vibration frequency, to the microgenerator's resonant
frequency. When a difference is detected between the vibration
frequency and the resonant frequency, the microcontroller
TABLE X
CURRENT DRAW OF THE SENSOR NODE

retrieves the new desired position of the tuning magnet from a
look-up table and begins a tuning process by controlling the
actuator to move the tuning magnet to the new position
(Fig. 11(a)). The watchdog timer and the microcontroller's
clock frequency have been chosen as parameters for
optimisation. Because these two parameters determine how
much energy the microcontroller consumes and how quickly
the system can response to the input vibration frequency
change.
Algorithm 2 contains two subroutines: rough tuning
(Algorithm 3) and fine tuning (Algorithm 4). The rough tuning
measures the frequency of the microgenerator output and
moves the actuator to the optimum position according to a
predefined lookup table. However, the rough tuning alone
cannot generate the best performance and a fine tuning
algorithm is needed. This is because the measurement of the
frequency of the microgenerator signal does not represent the
input vibration frequency accurately enough and, in addition,
there may also be a phase difference between the input
vibration and the microgenerator motion that prevents the
microgenerator from working at the resonance. The fine tuning
takes another input, the raw vibration data from the
accelerometer and moves the actuator to minimize the phase
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TABLE XI
POWER CONSUMPTION MODELS OF THE SYSTEM COMPONENTS

build method is provided to support the automatic equation
formulation of the user-defined system models. It is a virtual
method in the abstract component base class and inherited by
all derived components. It consists of two functions, BuildM()
and BuildRhs(). SystemC-A uses the BuildM() method to add
the Jacobian entries to the analogue equation set and
BuildRhs() method to build the equations, i.e. the right hand
side of the Newton-Raphson linearized equation set. The
microgenerator equations and corresponding Jacobian matrix
entries to be included in the SystemC-A model are listed in
Table XII.
The SystemC-A code of the tunable microgenerator model,
which is according to Table XII, is listed below:
difference between the microgenerator signal and the
accelerometer signal so that the microgenerator is working as
resonance. It can be seen that the fine tuning algorithm
requires more calculation (thus more energy) than the rough
tuning and additional energy is consumed by the accelerometer
(see Table XI). Therefore it is not so energy efficient to use
only the fine tuning algorithm as the proposed two-subroutine
method. In the two-subroutine method, the rough tuning moves
the actuator to the approximate resonant position and the fine
tuning finds the exact resonance.
To tune the resonant frequency of the microgenerator
effectively, the system incorporates a microcontroller, a linear
actuator and an accelerometer. These three components need
to be powered by the energy harvester in order to make an
autonomous system. To characterise the power consumption
models of these components, current measurements have been
taken and power/energy consumptions have been calculated
(Table XI). According to the current and voltage values
together with their operational times, the equivalent resistances
for the power consumption models of these devices have been
obtained.
IV. HDL IMPLEMENTATION
A. Analogue Part
The SystemC-A language [19] is used to build the system
models. It is an extension to the SystemC language with
analogue and mixed-signal (AMS) capabilities. The digital
part is modeled using standard SystemC modules. The
analogue part, consisting of non-linear differential and
algebraic equations, is handled using the extended syntax
where the user defines the behaviour of each analogue
component by specifying the build methods that contribute to
the analogue equation set of whole system. In Systemc-A, the

generator::generator(){} //constructor
generator::generator(char nameC[5],TerminalVariable
*node_a,TerminalVariable *node_b,double value,double
Freq): //node_a is Vm, node_b is Im, value is the
tuning force, Freq is the input frequency
component(nameC,node_a,node_b,value){
ztQ = new Quantity("ztQ");
//quantity zt is relative displacement
ytQ = new Quantity("ytQ");
//quantity yt is velocity
itQ = new Quantity("itQ");
//quantity it is inductor current
Fin=value; //tuning force
omega=Freq*2*3.14159;}
void generator::build(){ //model equations
t=TS->get_time(); //current time point
S=TS->get_S();
//time derivative, S=2/h for trapezoidal integration
mpytdotdot=-Mp*Yam*omega*omega*sin(omega*t);
//input acceleration force
zt=X(ztQ);
yt=X(ytQ); //X() return previous value
it=X(itQ);
ztdot=Xdot(ztQ); //Xdot() return previous time
derivative
ytdot=Xdot(ytQ);
itdot=Xdot(itQ);
BuildM(ztQ,ztQ,-Ks); //Jacobian of equation (2)
BuildM(ztQ,ytQ,-Cp-Mp*S);
BuildM(ztQ,itQ,-Phi);
BuildRhs(ztQ,mpytdotdot+Mp*ytdot+Cp*yt+Ks*zt+Phi*it)
;
//Right hand side of equation (2)
BuildM(ytQ,ztQ,S);
BuildM(ytQ,ytQ,-1);
BuildM(ytQ,itQ,0);
BuildRhs(ytQ,yt-ztdot);
BuildM(itQ,ztQ,0); //Jacobian of equation (8)
BuildM(itQ,ytQ,-Phi);
BuildM(itQ,itQ,Rc);
BuildRhs(itQ,-Rc*it-Lc*itdot-vt+Phi*yt);
//Right hand side of equation (8)
}
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TABLE XII
EQUATION FORMULATION OF THE MICROGENERATOR MODEL
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is listed below. The system components include the
microgenerator, the diode bridge, the supercapacitor and the
equivalent variable resistances of the actuator, the
accelerometer, the microcontroller and the sensor node.
void testbench::system(){

B. Digital Part
The pseudo code of the tuning algorithm is shown in
Algorithm 2. Standard SystemC modules were used to model
the digital control process and in the experimental verification
the control algorithm was implemented in a PIC16F884
microcontroller. As can be seen in Algorithm 2, a watchdog
timer wakes the microcontroller periodically and the
microcontroller first detects if there is enough energy stored in
the supercapacitor. If there is not enough energy, the
microcontroller goes back to sleep and waits for the watchdog
timer again. If there is enough energy, the microcontroller will
then compare the frequency of the microgenerator signal,
which is close to the input vibration frequency, to the
microgenerator's resonant frequency. When a difference is
detected between the vibration frequency and the resonant
frequency, the microcontroller retrieves the new desired
position of the tuning magnet from a look-up table and begins
a tuning process by controlling the actuator to move the tuning
magnet to the new position (Fig. 11(a)).
Algorithm 2 contains two subroutines: rough tuning
(Algorithm 3) and fine tuning (Algorithm 4). The rough tuning
measures the frequency of the microgenerator output and
moves the actuator to the optimum position according to a
predefined lookup table. However, the rough tuning alone
cannot generate the best performance and a fine tuning
algorithm is needed. This is because the measurement of the
frequency of the microgenerator signal does not represent the
input vibration frequency accurately enough and, in addition,
there may also be a phase difference between the input
vibration and the microgenerator motion that prevents the
microgenerator from working at the resonance. The fine tuning
takes another input, the raw vibration data from the
accelerometer and moves the actuator to minimize the phase
difference between the microgenerator signal and the
accelerometer signal so that the microgenerator is working as
resonance. It can be seen that the fine tuning algorithm
requires more calculation (thus more energy) than the rough
tuning and additional energy is consumed by the accelerometer
(see Table XI). Therefore it is not so energy efficient to use
only the fine tuning algorithm as the proposed two-subroutine
method. In the two-subroutine method, the rough tuning moves
the actuator to the approximate resonant position and the fine
tuning finds the exact resonance.
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
A SystemC-A model of the complete system has been built
and simulated. The SystemC-A code of the top-level testbench

ACT=new actuator;
ACM=new accelerometer;
uC=new control;
NODE=new sensor;
n0 = new Node("0");//don’t write n0
n1 = new Node("n1");
n2 = new Node("n2");
n3 = new Node("n3");
n4 = new Node("n4");
n5 = new Node("n5");
n6 = new Node("n6");
//microgenerator generator *G1 =new
generator("G1",n1,n2,0.3192,64);
//diode bridge
diode *D1 =new diode("D1",n0,n1,2.117e-7,1.015);
diode *D2 =new diode("D2",n0,n2,2.117e-7,1.015);
diode *D3 =new diode("D3",n2,n3,2.117e-7,1.015);
diode *D4 =new diode("D4",n1,n3,2.117e-7,1.015);
resistor *R1 =new resistor("R1",n1,n0,10e6);
resistor *R2 =new resistor("R2",n2,n0,10e6);
//super capacitor model
resistor *Ri =new resistor("Ri",n3,n4,0.204);
resistor *Rd =new resistor("Rd",n3,n5,84.0);
resistor *Rl =new resistor("Rl",n3,n6,4375.0);
cap_ini *Ci0 =new cap_ini("Ci0",n4,n0,0.35,1.65);
cap_vary *Ci1 =new cap_vary("Ci1",n4,n0,0.21,1.65);
cap_ini *Cd =new cap_ini("Cd",n5,n0,0.21,1.65);
cap_ini *Cl =new cap_ini("Cl",n6,n0,0.06,1.65);
//power consumption models for actuator,
accelerometer, microcontroller and sensor node
res_vary *RAct =new res_vary("RAct",n3,n0,1.0e9);
res_vary *RAcc =new res_vary("RAcc",n3,n0,1.0e9);
res_vary *RuC =new res_vary("RuC",n3,n0,1.0e9);
res_vary *RNode =new res_vary("RNode",n3,n0,1.0e9);
}

The test scenario has been divided into two parts. During
the first half of the test, the input vibration frequency changes
by 5Hz every 25 minutes (Fig. 13(a)). The main objective of
this part of the test is to demonstrate the frequency tuning
capability of the microgenerator. It can be seen that after the
input frequency changes, the supercapacitor voltage drops
because the generated voltage is not high enough to charge the
supercapacitor. Then the microcontroller wakes up and tunes
the resonant frequency of the microgenerator, which uses
much of the energy stored on supercapacitor but the retuned
microgenerator starts to charge the supercapacitor again.
During the second half, the input frequency is fixed and the
performance of the sensor node is being tested (Fig. 13(b)).
The sensor node transmits at different time intervals according
to the different voltage levels on the supercapacitor
(Table IX). The transmission interval is reflected on the
supercapacitor charging slope. The shorter transmission
interval is, the more gradual charging slope gets. Experimental
measurements have been carried out and the waveforms are
also shown in Fig. 13. The comparison between the simulation
and experimental waveforms of the supercapacitor voltage
represents both the energy generation and consumption of the
system. In both figures the simulation results correlate well
with the experimental measurements which validate the
presented technique.
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where ε represents the model errors, a1, a2, ... , ak are
independent variables and f() is called system function that
relates dependant variable to independent variables. In most
cases, the exact behavior of the system function is unknown
especially in engineering problems, so the system function f()
may be approximated by an empirical model as:
y = yˆ (a1 , a2 ,..., ak ) + ε
(12)

(a) Frequency timing

where ŷ are a low order polynomials or a multi-dimensional
splines, and this is called the response surface model. The
independent variables or design parameters in equation (12)
(i.e a1, a2, ... , ak) are expressed in their corresponding physical
units and must be converted to a dimensionless quantities with
zero mean and the same standard deviation before proceeding
with further RSM analysis such as regression. These new
quantities are called coded variables (i.e x1, x2, ... , xk) of
original design variables (parameters). The transformation
process between natural representations and coded
representations is achieved via equation (13):
a − amax + amin / 2
x=
(13)
amax + amin / 2
where amax and amin are the maximum and minimum value in
the range of that specific design parameter. Now the
approximated function ŷ is expressed in term of coded
variables (x1, x2, ... , xk) and how to choose such a model ŷ
determines the success of applying RSM methodology.
Typically, most engineering problems ŷ can be approximated
by a quadratic multi-variable polynomials as follows:
k

k

i =1

i =1

yˆ = β 0 + ∑ βi xi + ∑ βii xi2 + ∑ ∑ βij xi x j
(b) Node beahvior
Fig. 13. Simulations and experimental measurements of the supercapacitor
voltages.

VI. FAST DESIGN EXPLORATION USING A RESPONSE SURFACE
MODEL
Response surface models are constructed from a data set
extracted from either physical experiments or computer
experiments (simulations) [20]. Due to space limitations, only
two major steps of the methodology are given below, namely
the formation of an approximated mathematical model by
fitting the response under study in terms of design parameters
using regression analysis (Section VI-A) and the design of a
series of experiments or simulations based on design of
experiments (DOE) methodology (Section VI-B). Discussions
of the statistical assessment of the goodness of fit and the fitted
model reliability are omitted in this paper.
A. Response Surface Mathematical Model
Suppose there is a dependant variable(s) (yϵRn) where n is
the number of observations, believed to be affected by a vector
of independent variables (aϵRk) where k is the number of
independent variables, then the relationship between the
dependent variable(s) and independent variables can be
expressed as:
y = f (a1 , a2 ,..., ak ) + ε
(11)

(14)

i< j

where β0, βi, βii, βij are the coefficients of the intercept, linear,
quadratic and interaction in the regression model respectively,
xi, xj are the design parameters in their coded format. The
coefficients of the polynomial in equation (14) are determined
through n simulation runs for the SystemC-A energy harvester
model. The design points of the $n$ runs are determined using
DOE technique based on D-Optimal criteria. Using matrix
notation, equation (14) can be written as:
yˆ = X β
(15)
where Xn×p is n×p design matrix, p is the number of
coefficients in the approximated polynomial, n is the number
of simulation runs. βp×1 are the unknowns parameters need to
be solved. The difference between the observed values y and
fitted values ŷ for the ith observation εi=yi–ŷi is called the
residual for that specific observation. The sum of the squares
of the residuals (SSE) is defined as:
n

n

i =1

i =1

SSE = ∑ ε 2 = ∑ ( yi − yˆi )2 .

(16)

Combining equations (15) and (16) and differentiating with
respect to β lead to:
n 

∂SSE
∂
= ∑
( yi − X β )2  .
(17)
∂β

i =1  ∂βi
Solving equation (17) for each βi using least square method
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TABLE XIII
SYSTEM PARAMETERS FOR OPTIMISATION
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acceleration level of the input vibration is fixed as 60 mg and
the input frequency changes by 5 Hz every 25 minutes. The
optimisation aim has been chosen as to maximise the number
of transmissions during one hour. The MATLAB response
surface toolbox has been used to generate the quadratic
equation and the response surface model is:
yˆ ( x1 , x2 , x3 ) = 469.167 − 108.833x1 − 18.833x2 − 209.5 x3

+71.833 x12 + 90.5 x22 − 39.0 x32

(18)

−32.333 x1 x2 − 71.333x1 x3 + 43.333x2 x3

Fig. 14. The effect of each design parameter on system performance (total
number of transmissions during one hour).

(LSM) will lead to an accurate model ŷ that satisfy the
condition of minimum residuals (i.e best fit).
B. D-Optimal Experimental Design
In the design matrix Xn×p, each specific run is represented
by a single row and each column contains a specific design
parameter that varies in each row based on predefined
designed points. How to choose the predefined design points
efficiently is called design of experiments (DOE)
methodology. There are different types of design of
experiments, such as full factorial, central composite design
(CCD), Box Behnken designs (BBD) and computer generated
designs, such as D-optimal design [20]. Because D-optimal
DOE explores design parameters space efficiently with
minimum number of run that enable model construction with
good accuracy [21], it has be used for the study in this paper.
The algorithm of D-optimal criterion optimise the feasible
potential design points to form a subset of D-optimal points
that will be used in simulation runs. This optimisation is based
on maximizing the determinant of XX’, where XX’ is called
information matrix [21].
C. RSM Optimisation Results
As described in Section III-A, three parameters which affect
the energy generation and consumption of the wireless sensor
node system have been chosen for optimisation. Their value
ranges and coded variable symbols are listed in Table XIII.
Each of the three coded variables has three values [-1 0 1]
which is the minimum number required to generate a quadratic
approximation [20]. The full factorial design requires 27 (33)
simulations while the D-optimal design only requires 10
simulations. As explained in Section VI-B, the D-optimal
design points are obtained and 10 simulations have been
carried out with the corresponding parameters. The

The fitted model in equation (18) reflects the effects of each
design parameters as well as the interactions effects between
design parameters. Fig. 14 plots each single design parameter
against the total number of transmissions while holding other
design parameters constant.
Two algorithms from the MATLAB optimisation toolbox
have been used to maximise the number of transmission, i.e
maximise equation (18). The chosen algorithms are Simulated
Annealing and Genetic Algorithm, both of which are capable
of global searching. The optimisation results, together with the
original design, are listed in Table XIV. It can be seen that
both of the optimised design improved the system performance
massively. The total number of transmissions doubled with the
optimised design, which validates our proposed technique.
VII. CONCLUSION
Wireless sensor networks are fast developing and energy
harvester powered sensor nodes have attracted great research
interest. In order to design energy efficient wireless sensor
nodes, it is crucial to consider all the components in the
context of energy consumption in a complete, autonomous
wireless system. This paper presents such an HDL based
modeling approach that links the system's energy generation
and consumption with its analogue parts as well as digital
processes. Simulation and optimisation results of the
developed HDL models match well with the experimental
measurements and correctly reflect the changing energy flow
when the digital processes are carrying out different
operations. Future work will focus on the optimisation of both
the energy harvester and digital control algorithms so that the
system's overall energy efficiency can be improved. This paper
also presents an approach to fast design space exploration
based on a response surface model. The RSM has been used to
optimise a complete wireless sensor node syste using
SystemC-A and MATLAB. SystemC-A has been used to
TABLE XIV
OPTIMISATION RESULTS
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model the system's analogue components as well as the digital
processes and MATLAB to generate and optimise the response
surface model. As demonstrated by the optimisation results,
the proposed technique leads to an efficient optimisation
process by combining the power of SystemC-A in modelling
multi-domain systems and the power of MATLAB in
computation.
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